Since the discovery of the Van Allen radiation belts over 50 years ago, an explanation for their complete dynamics has remained elusive. Especially challenging is understanding the recently discovered ultra-relativistic third electron radiation belt. Current theory asserts 2 that loss in the heart of the outer belt, essential to the formation of the third belt, must be controlled by high-frequency plasma wave-particle scattering into the atmosphere, via whistler mode chorus, plasmaspheric hiss, or electromagnetic ion cyclotron waves.
Introduction
Since their accidental discovery at the beginning of the space race 1 , the processes responsible for the dynamics of the relativistic (>~ 500 keV) and ultra-relativistic (>~ 2MeV) electron populations in the Earth's Van Allen radiation belts have been hotly debated 2, 3 . It is generally understood that the belt dynamics arise from a delicate balance between acceleration, transport, and loss 4 , with some recent modern studies highlighting a potential importance for high frequency wave-particle interactions 5, 6 over traditional radial transport 7 or ultra-low frequency (ULF) wave-particle resonance 8 for relativistic electron acceleration in the inner magnetosphere 9 . Concerning loss, in the main phase of geomagnetic storms, a puzzling and poorly understood rapid loss is often observed deep in the heart of the radiation belt, see e.g., the review by Turner et al.
10
, followed by a replenishment of relativistic electron flux in the form of a distinct newly accelerated population. The recent discovery of an unexpected and puzzling third Van Allen belt 11 , especially clear at ultra-relativistic energies, provides additional challenges and new opportunities for understanding the dominant processes controlling belt dynamics especially by employing data of unprecedented resolution available from the two NASA Van Allen Probes following their launch on 30 August 2012 3 .
Explaining the enigmatic third radiation belt requires electrons to be rapidly lost in the main phase of geomagnetic storms, either by rapid scattering into the atmosphere by high frequency plasma wave-particle interactions, or alternatively through rapid loss out through the magnetopause in a process termed magnetopause shadowing 12 . Up until now, neither of these processes has provided a satisfactory explanation although recent modelling excluding the effects of ULF wave transport has improved our understanding of the storm-time loss of electrons from the outer zone 13 . The standard paradigm concludes that at lower L-shells (e.g., around L~<4, where L is the equatorial crossing point of a dipole magnetic field in units of Earth radii) the particles must have been scattered into the atmosphere by high-frequency plasma waves such as whistler mode chorus, plasmaspheric hiss, or electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves 14, 15 . Although magnetopause shadowing losses can occur at high L-values 16 , the magnetopause even when compressed is usually deemed to be too distant for electrons in the heart of the outer belt to be lost there on the timescale observed. Recently, Shprits et al. 17 concluded that radial diffusion was not sufficient to establish the ultra-relativistic third belt morphology, and determined that EMIC loss confined to narrow L-shells in the heart of the outer belt was required. However, as described by Usanova et al. 18 , such EMIC waves alone cannot affect the core of the ultra-relativistic equatorial pitch angle distribution at large pitch angles (pitch angle is the angle between the particle velocity and the background magnetic field), so EMIC waves alone are unlikely to explain the loss of particles at all pitch angles required for the formation of the third radiation belt. Here we present an explanation for dominant ultrarelativistic electron dynamics and the generation of the third radiation belt through extremely fast ULF wave transport; very strong and rapid ULF wave coupling between the flux at the outer boundary and the dynamics of the interior belt are revealed thereby also explaining the formation of the third belt. Despite being an extensive focus of prior research, no high frequency waveparticle interaction losses are needed in this case. Similar transport will contribute to ultrarelativistic energetic particle dynamics in other astrophysical plasma regimes which are perturbed by time-dependent magnetic fields, stellar winds and/or plasma flows. Figure 1(g) shows the ultra-relativistic radiation belt response of the omni-directional 3. Significantly, the loss observed at the start of the storm occurs in the heart of the outer zone, reaches inwards to radial distances of L<4 , and is associated with a long interval of almost continuous strongly southward IMF. Later after around 12 UT on 3 rd September is there a large increase in solar wind dynamic pressure (Pdyn) which results in compression of the Shue et al.
Results
model magnetopause to around L=6 and further radiation belt losses to L < 3.5. Nonetheless, even after the impact of the enhanced solar wind dynamic pressure a large distance remains between the Shue et al. model magnetopause location and the inward extent of the loss in the heart of the Van Allen belt. This large distance to the magnetopause, which during the losses on the 2 nd September remained at L >= 9, might lead one to naively conclude that the magnetopause does not therefore play a role in the loss. However, as we show here, extremely fast outward radial transport to the magnetopause enabled by ultra-low frequency (ULF) waves actually cause this near-Earth loss and is ultimately fundamental to the generation of the third belt.
ULF waves have long been hypothesized to be responsible for the radial transport of relativistic electrons through work done on them by the fields and which causes them to move inward (or outward) as they are accelerated (or decelerated) [24] [25] [26] [27] . Stochastically, depending on the local gradient of the phase space density, the net result is an inward 28 or outward 16, 29, 30 radial diffusive transport. The rates of ULF wave driven radial diffusion are characterized through a diffusion coefficient which is proportional to the perturbing ULF wave power. The details of the timescale of response of the belts to the diffusion equation (see for example 7, 25, 31 ) depend on both the local phase space density gradient and the magnitude of the diffusion coefficient. For electric field diffusion, which dominates (see e.g., Ozeke et al. 25 and references therein), the diffusion coefficient scales as L 6 in a dipole field and is additionally proportional to the ULF wave power at the drift resonance frequency at the energy of the particles concerned. In the model presented here, observational characterization of ULF wave power as a function of L* multiplied by an electric diffusion coefficient with an assumed L* 6 dependence is used to model the dynamics of ultra-relativistic electrons under the action of ULF wave diffusion.
ULF wave power is typically described using an empirical 28 or statistical 25, 26 relationship to a geomagnetic index such as Kp. However, by definition such averages neglect the extremes of the distribution. A more accurate representation of the transport can be obtained by using the observed ULF wave power and this is the approach adopted here using data from the groundbased magnetometer stations listed in Supplementary Information Table 1 (available online) . As shown in Extended Data Fig. 1 (available online), the ULF wave power during the main phase of this storm is at times orders of magnitude larger than that derived from statistical ULF wave power parameterizations as a function of activity indices derived from the whole solar cycle, and this can have an effect which is both fundamental and drastic. The differential flux at the outer boundary was specified using data from the REPT instrument.
Note that during the loss interval, the lower energy magnetic electron spectrometer (MagEIS) on the Van Allen Probes had yet to be commissioned such that no MagEIS data is available to specify the outer boundary condition from Van Allen Probes data at lower energies. Note that Given that the range of observed ultra-relativistic differential fluxes spans four orders of magnitude the agreement between the absolute fluxes from the model and those observed by REPT shown in Figures 2 and 3 is excellent. At 3.4 MeV the storage ring produced by our model is very distinct, has a sharp boundary like that seen in the data; however, there are some uncertainties in the mapping which should be used to transform the observed ground-based ULF wave power below L~4 into equatorial electric fields mostly because the mapping of wave power from the ground to space there is less well-constrained than at higher L (see also further discussion in the Supplementary Information available online). Nonetheless, the agreement at both energies is extremely good with the three belt structure being very clear. Importantly, in order for the third belt structure to be established, the ULF wave power needs to be strong enough (and penetrate sufficiently deeply) during a period when the outer boundary also remains devoid of flux. This interaction is rather sensitive such that refilling can sometimes merge the outer part of the belt with the remnant storage ring, and in that case only a two belt, rather than a three-belt, morphology results. As is abundantly clear in Figures 2 and 3 , especially comparing the middle and bottom panels, neither chorus nor hiss waves are responsible for the third belt morphology although of course these losses can have a weak affect by generating some changes and specifically a slow decay of the flux 23 . Since EMIC wave effects are excluded in all model runs, they are not required to explain the generation of the third belt morphology either.
Extended Data Fig. 3 (available online) shows details of the electron phase space density profiles for nearly equatorially mirroring electrons observed by the Van Allen Probes with a first adiabatic invariant of 2500 MeV/G calculated using the method described by Boyd et al. 35 . As is clearly shown, the gradient of the phase density clearly reverses from the outward gradient before the storm, to containing a steep inward gradient during the period of the strong electron losses which is generated by ULF wave coupling to the low phase space density at the outer boundary. This demonstrates that enhanced ULF wave outward diffusion caused the loss of amplitude ULF waves 27 and hence can generate extremely fast outward radial transport to even a relatively distant magnetopause, leaving only a small remnant belt (i.e., the "storage ring").
Together with subsequent replenishment of the outer parts of the belt, which does not reach the storage ring, this naturally explains the production of the three belt structure. Fast ULF wave transport may also explain the correlation between the locus of the superposed model magnetopause location and the locus of the outer edge of the outer zone radiation belt seen in GPS satellite energetic electron count rates for sudden impulse events reported by Morley et al. 36 , even though they were separated by ~3-4 L-shells.
The process of extremely fast ULF wave transport, loss through the magnetopause, and subsequent recovery is shown schematically in Figure 4 . All prior studies to our knowledge, even those in sophisticated 3-D models such as VERB 37 , the British Antarctic Survey (BAS)
Radiation Belt mode 38 , and Salammbo 9 , have used either empirical radial diffusion coefficients such as presented by Brautigam and Albert 28 , or solar-cycle statistical dependences of ULF wave power on geomagnetic indices to drive diffusion. All of these under-estimate the actual intense ULF wave power during the storm main phase, and therefore at such times these empirical representations probably should not be used to model the response of the belts (cf.
Extended Data Fig. 1 available online) . Such approaches naturally draw the conclusion, such as presented by reference 39 , that "depletion of the main phase relativistic electron fluxes at L ≤ 4
can not be explained only by variations in fluxes near geosynchronous orbit". In contrast, our results show that at ultra-relativistic energies using observed ULF wave power can generate sufficiently fast outward radial transport across the magnetopause to cause main phase loss leading to a three radiation belt morphology. In future, these models could be run using improved ULF wave-driven diffusion coefficients coupled to an accurately specified dynamic outer boundary condition to further validate their impact on three-dimensional belt morphology.
As shown in Figures 2 and 3 , at least when the outer boundary flux is constrained at L*=5.25, then the recovery of flux in the outer part of the belts can also be explained in our model by the inwards radial transport of a lower energy source population by ULF waves; no local acceleration from chorus waves at L*<5.25 is required. Of course, the processes which explain the temporal dynamics of the source population at the edge of our simulation are not examined here and remain very important. This includes coupling to the plasmasheet, and could also include the effects from local chorus wave accelerated sources outside the simulation domain examined here at L*>=5.25. So long as this ULF transport is sufficiently fast, the third belt morphology can be generated by a wide range of absolute ULF wave power so long as this Moreover, as we have shown here, coupling to a correct specification of the time-dependence of the source population at the outer boundary is also of critical importance. Together, these are likely the reason why prior studies of ultra-relativistic belt dynamics have required the inclusion of complex high frequency wave-particle interactions to try to explain the generation of the enigmatic third belt. For this storm, the minimum Dst is moderate and hence the Dst-effect cannot explain the required loss at low-L either (see Extended Data Figure 6 and the discussion in Supplementary Information which is available online).
Elegant Ultra-Relativistic Belt Dynamics
Occam's razor states that "Entities should not be multiplied beyond necessity" 40 while Sir. Isaac
Newton offered in Rule Number 1 of his Rules of Reasoning in Philosophy that "We are to admit no more causes of natural things than such as are both true and sufficient to explain their appearances" 41 . Both of these apply to the generation of the structure of the ultra-relativistic third radiation belt. Unlike at lower energies (see e.g., Glauert et al. 38 at around 1 MeV), for ultra-relativistic electrons the complexities of high frequency plasma wave atmospheric scattering from chorus, hiss, or EMIC waves are not required to define the dominant belt morphology at least in this case. Once the correct ULF wave physics is included the generation and dynamics of the ultra-relativistic third radiation belt are seen to arise as a natural, simple and elegant consequence of the action of properly quantified ULF wave electron transport coupled to a dynamic outer boundary condition. This outward PSD gradient reaches L*~3.3,the profiles being consistent with extremely fast outward diffusion driven by ULF waves coupled to strongly reduced flux at the outer boundary driving losses which reach the heart of the outer belt. The subsequent recovery of the outer parts of the outer zone are consistent with renewed inward transport following the recovery of the flux at the outer edge of the belt (days colour coded approximately yellow through red in the righthand panel). The decay of the phase space density peak at L*~3.3 is consistent with the slow decay of the third belt morphology due to the gradual scattering of electrons into the atmosphere by plasmaspheric hiss. Figure 2 of the main article, and the effects of slow empirical hiss and chorus loss are included in all three simulations.
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